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Numerous questions arise from the presence of Greek loanwords in Coptic, e.g., their actual 
origin and way into the Egyptian language. Given the nature of Coptic literature and the 
circumstances of its birth, the question whether these Greek words were ’put’ into Coptic 
vocabulary through the immense translation activity
2
 or they penetrated the language in the 
long bilingual situation, naturally arises. Paul Kahle had the opinion that Greek words came 
into Coptic through the translations of Christian texts, especially the Bible,
3
 Alexander Böhlig, 
on the other hand, as well as Louis-Théophil Lefort, expressed the view “daß bei der 
Herausbildung einer koptischen Schriftsprache eine große Menge griechischer Wörter 
verwendet wurden, die durch den bilinguen Zustand des ägyptischen Lebens auch 
Allgemeingut der ägyptischen Bevölkerung geworden waren.“4 Peter Nagel expressed a 
similar opinion in his 1971 work.
5
 This latter had also been Arthur Vööbus’ opinion, who in 
his time thought it impossible to answer the question of the origin of these words satisfactorily, 
but said “it would be a mistake to ascribe the whole phenomenon to the translation of the 
Biblical texts“,6 saying that Hellenism in Egypt had been present long before Christianity, and 
the loanwords seen in Coptic are not confined to the Christian religion but cover all fields of 
life.
7
  
 More recent research expresses doubts about the possibility of knowing the spoken 
reality behind the texts; Sebastian Richter for example says that from the so far extensively 
studied written texts we have a rather “impressionistic” picture as only “a limited number of 
written language registers” are represented in them.8 He also points out, and I completely 
agree, that it is worth examining the non-literary Coptic texts, as they might bring us closer to 
the actual vernacular. In such everyday texts, one may expect an unpretentious Coptic style, 
and examining the differences between these and literary Coptic texts will probably bring 
some useful results. This expectation was the reason for Georg Steindorff’s enthusiasm about 
the Coptic documentary texts edited just at his time: “Sind sie doch die einzigen uns 
erhaltenen, größeren koptischen Sprachdenkmäler, die nicht selbst Übersetzungen aus dem 
Griechischen und Arabischen oder doch durch Übersetzungen aus dem Griechischen, 
vornehmlich durch die Bibel, in ihrer Sprachweise beeinflußt sind. Sie zeigen uns zum ersten 
und letzten Male nach den demotischen Texten einen rein ägyptischen Satzbau.”9 However, I 
would question, together with Sebastian Richter,
10
 the idea of a “rein ägyptischer Satzbau” 
(i.e. free of any Greek influence) in Coptic, as – even taking translations out of the picture – 
already long before Coptic, Egyptian literacy as well as everyday life had been interwoven 
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with Greek. Some results of the present study will show that even the supposedly pure Coptic 
texts of non-literary writing have traces of Greek influence. And also they will show that the 
differences are not as simple as the formula ’documentary texts or letters are ”rein 
aegyptisch”, literary Coptic is influenced by Greek.’  
The fact that in Demotic hardly any Greek loanwords can be found
11
 is not an 
argument for the opinion that Greek words had not been in use in the Egyptian language and 
were only taken over with the start and in the course of the translations of the Bible. Demotic, 
unlike Coptic, was becoming a more and more rigid, almost artificial language register,
12
 and 
had gone out of everyday use after the first century AD and “had gradually become a linguistic 
register connected to Egyptian religion and magic.”13 And as such it was characterized by 
‘purism’,14 it was not open to foreign linguistic influence – as opposed to the spoken idiom, 
which is in general more flexible and more open. In Demotic, the Greek words present are 
from the expressions of the administration and the army,
15
 so they belong to those territories 
which were evidently dominated by the Greeks in Egypt; and these words are basically only 
nouns which are the most easily borrowed parts of speech within the group of content words.
16
  
Now, the first steps towards letting Greek verbs into the written Egyptian language can be seen 
in the Medinet Madi Demotic ostraca, as discussed by Eitan Grossman
17
; here, in the Demotic 
script Greek verbs written in Greek letters are integrated, which is indeed an innovative deed 
as this is the first time that we see Greek verbs in Demotic texts.  These texts make possible 
the assumption that these verbs were used in the spoken language, hence came the motivation 
for putting them into writing (eg. tw.j ir-kataxwrisin; mtw-f ir-antikathkwrin). Had 
they not been used, writing them down in such everyday, non-literary, non-translational texts
18
 
does not make much sense.
19
  
I think the NT translations themselves show best how much colloquial Egyptian was 
interwoven with Greek: these translations which were made for missionary purposes,
20
 i.e. for 
the part of the society who did not speak Greek well enough to be able to read the Gospels in 
Greek,
21
 abound with Greek loanwords.
22
 Using Greek words in translations prepared for the 
non-speakers of Greek makes sense only if we assume that these words, or most of them, 
were part of the used and/or known vocabulary,
23
 otherwise the translations are of no great 
use. Nonetheless, it must be admitted that the translation activity must have brought in some 
additional words (especially technical terms of Christianity) and enhanced the use of others. 
Translations did play a significant role in the formulation of Coptic literature, not only by the 
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choice of words and loanwords, but by creating “translational norms” as such, as discussed by 
Eitan Grossman
24
 and as will be shown in the present paper.  
 
When asking the question whether the Greek loans in Coptic were actually part of the spoken 
language or not, one more fact must be considered: in Syriac the Greek loanwords visibly 
came to be used in larger quantity in the fifth, and mainly in the sixth and seventh centuries
25
 
and were rather Fremdwörter26 as indicated by the fact that they were taken over in their 
written rather than spoken forms. The Greek words in Coptic, on the other hand, are really 
loanwords, most of them used for centuries in Egypt before the translation activity, they are of 
all kinds (e.g., verbs and particles also in great numbers), from the most various fields of life, 
and were used in the texts in the way they were pronounced (i.e. spoken) in the Egyptian 
Greek of the time.
27
 
In the present study, within the problem of loan-verbs, the question of their integration into 
the Coptic sentence will be addressed.
28
 A special group, the so-called verbs of exhorting (i.e. 
‘command, order, tell, force, persuade, ask somebody to do something’) has been chosen as 
the focus of study, as their behaviour, whether used as Greek loans or translated with the 
Coptic equivalent, seems noteworthy in the Coptic sentence. For the study, texts were first 
divided into two groups: translated Coptic texts (NT books, Vita Antonii, Apocryphon of 
John) and original Coptic texts (Pachom, Theodore, Horsiese, Shenoute), because earlier 
examinations
29
 have shown that from a syntactic point of view, considerable differences 
might be observed between the two text types. Maintaining this opinion, a further grouping of 
texts seemed unavoidable, namely, literary versus non-literary Coptic writing, therefore, 
letters of monks from the Theban West Bank, and Coptic inscriptions from Nubia have also 
been studied. The syntactic patterns following these verbs in the different text types will be 
examined and systematized. 
Greek verbs or Coptic verbs: All Greek and Coptic verbs of exhorting found in the texts can 
be seen in Tables 1a and 1b; these two tables show that the first distinction, i.e., translated vs. 
original Coptic texts, results in more similarities in the vocabulary used: the choice of both 
Greek and Coptic verbs of exhorting is quite similar, with some differences. The distinction 
literary (translation and original) vs. non-literary Coptic texts results in more significant 
differences in the chosen vocabulary in both the Greek and the Coptic verbs – non-literary 
texts use fewer types of verbs. 
Table 1a 
ORIGINAL COPTIC TEXTS 
 
Greek loan-verbs: 
ait(e)i / etei 
anagkaze  
epeithse (epitasse)  
epitima  
clibe 
keleue  
TRANSLATED COPTIC TEXTS 
Greek loan-verbs: 
ait(e)i/ Rait(e)i 
anagkaze 
a3iou  
epitasse  
epitima  
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paraggeile 
parakalei 
peice 
protrepe 
sumane 
Coptic original verbs: 
sops  
sopsp  
twbX    
ouexsaxne  
¥lhl / ¥lL 
xwn  
keleue  
paraggeile 
parakalei 
peice / pice 
 
Coptic original verbs: 
kwwbe / kofe 
sops  
sopsp  
twbX /  tobx 
ouexsaxne  
¥ine 
¥lhl 
xioue (M) 
xwn / xon 
jnou 
jw 
 
Table 1b 
LITERARY COPTIC TEXTS 
Greek loan-verbs: 
ait(e)i / etei 
anagkaze 
a3iou  
epeithse (epitasse)  
epitima  
clibe 
keleue  
paraggeile 
parakalei 
peice 
protrepe 
sumane 
 
Coptic original verbs: 
kwwbe 
sops  
sopsp  
twbX  
ouexsaxne  
¥lhl / ¥lL 
xwn 
jnou 
jw  
NON-LITERARY COPTIC TEXTS 
 Greek loan-verbs: 
ait(e)i/ Rait(e)i 
anagkaze 
epitasse  
keleue  
parakalei 
peice / pice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Coptic original verbs: 
sops  
sopsp  
xwn 
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The number of types and tokens can be seen in the following tables, again following the two 
types of distinction: 
Table 2a 
 All texts 
Greek verbs  
Types   12 
Tokens 130 
Coptic  
Verbs 
 
Types   11 
Tokens    70 
 
Table 2b: ORIGINAL/TRANSLATED COPTIC 
 Original Translated 
Greek verbs   
Types 11   9 
Tokens 63 67 
Coptic  
Verbs 
  
Types   6 10 
Tokens  25 45 
 
The tables show that there are more occurrences of the Greek verbs of exhorting than the 
Coptic ones in all text types detailed here, and looking at the text corpus as a whole; the only 
subgroup where there are slightly more occurrences of Coptic verbs of exhorting is the 
original literary texts: 
Table 2c: LITERARY/NON-LITERARY COPTIC 
 Literary Non-literary 
Greek verbs   
Types 12 6 
Tokens 83 47 
Coptic  
Verbs 
  
Types 9 3 
Tokens  63 7 
 
Table 2d 
 Original literary 
Greek verbs  
Types 9 
Tokens 16 
Coptic  
Verbs 
 
Types 6 
Tokens  18 
 
The most surprising rate is displayed by the non-literary texts of Western Thebes (table 3b), in 
which the Greek verbs of exhorting are in an overwhelming majority (87.04%), despite the 
fact that they have the fewest types of verbs. The most balanced are the Coptic authors, where 
the rate is almost 50-50%, with Coptic verbs in slight majority (52.95% - 47.05%)!  
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Table 3: Frequency/Occurrence of verbs of exhorting 
a) Translation/non-translation division: 
 Translated Coptic texts Original Coptic texts All 
 
Greek loan-verbs 
 
 
59.82% 
 
71.59% 
 
65% 
 
Coptic original verbs 
 
 
40.18% 
 
28.41% 
 
35% 
 
            b) Literary/non-literary division: 
 All literary 
texts 
Original literary 
texts 
Original non-
literary 
 
Greek loan-verbs 
 
 
56.85% 
 
47.05% 
 
87.04% 
 
Coptic original verbs 
 
 
43.15% 
 
52.95% 
 
12.96% 
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Equivalents can be seen in Fig.1, showing 1) what Greek verbs are taken over and which ones 
are translated in the translated texts where a Greek Vorlage is at hand (NT, VA); and 2) which 
Greek loan-verbs are used side by side with which Coptic equivalents in those texts where 
several versions or dialects could be studied. 
Fig. 1 
A) The Greek verbs and their equivalents 
I. in NT:  
1) not taken over but translated with the Coptic equivalent in the translations: 
 
de/w (pass and med-pass)   = sopS  tobx (M)  ’ask so. to do sth.’ 
e)rwta/w    = sPsop  sopS    ’ask, beg, etreat’ 
e)perwta/w   = jnou (S)  ¥ine (M)  ’ask, entreat’ 
diaste/llw   = xwn  ’command’ 
e)nte/llw   = xwn  ’command’ 
a)ggareu/w   = kwwbe  ’press so. to do sth.’ 
ei)pw    = jw ’tell so. to do sth.’ 
 
 
2) used in one version but translated in the other: 
keleu/w ’command’ = ouexsaxne (in S always); in M normally keleue  and once epitasse 
parakale/w   ’ask so. to do sth.’= spsop (S) tobx (M) in Matthew; however, in Rm it is parakalei 
paragge/llw’command, exhort’ = xon (M); paraggeile (in S) 
e)pitima/w ’tell so. (not) to’ = xioue exre= (M); epitima (in S and in M2) 
II. in the Vita Antonii: 
 
a)nagka/zw ’force, make’ = anagkaze 
keleu/w ’command’ = keleue 
paragge/llw’command, exhort’ = paragg(e)ile 
    = keleue 
    = xwn 
parakale/w ’ask so. to do sth.’ = parakalei  (on some occasions it is translated with spsop / sopS, but in 
these cases, it accidentally had no verbal argument; when it means ’to console’ it is always translated with 
solsL) 
 
B) Equivalents within Coptic, used in the same place in different versions (based on Apocryphon Joanni 
versions, Matthew and John dialects): 
 
epitasse   ouexsaxne 
 
 
epitima    xioue exre= 
 
 
keleue    ouexsaxne 
 
 
paraggeile   xwn 
 
The reasons and motivation behind taking over these Greek verbs is in itself worth studying; 
Coptic equivalents, as we can see here also, did exist and were used extensively so the 
language did not lack that kind of vocabulary; they are not really technical terms, where the 
translator would have to be careful not to mistranslate. It is visible that not each verb of 
exhorting is taken over, some (see Fig 1) are consistently translated. The explanation for that 
must be that these particular verbs were not known or used by Copts, unlike those taken over 
 8 
– speakers of Coptic and intended readers of the translated Gospels must have been familiar 
with these and so it came naturally for the translator to use them. In some cases, differences 
between the dialects can be observed: in the examined texts, the verb keleue is never taken 
over by the S version of Matthew but translated with ouexsaxne, but is always taken over by 
M, except for one case (Mt 8,18) where it is translated with epitasse! The latter is not an 
isolated phenomenon, by the way: on several occasions the Coptic translations have a Greek 
word different from the one found in the Greek original text,
30
 because clearly the translator 
employs the loanword known and used already in the Egyptian idiom for the given meaning.
31
 
Some examples from the Greek and Coptic Vitae Antonii: for ’strife’ the Greek text has 
a(/milla and the Coptic translates it with the Greek loanword agwn throughout the text; the 
word ’church-building’ is used as kuriako/n in the Greek version, the Coptic translates it 
with ekklhsia. 
Now, regardless of rates, it is obvious that these Greek and Coptic verbs were used side by 
side and in different versions of the very same text; therefore it is difficult to imagine that the 
Greek and Coptic verbs belonged to very different registers of the language: for example, 
Coptic lexical items being less prestigious than Greek ones. Rather, both versions were part of 
a rather large scale of registers, if we assume that the Coptic authors, the translators of the NT 
books, and the monks writing letters in Western Thebes belonged to several different layers of 
late antique Egyptian society. We might assume, however, quite the opposite as well, namely 
that from a certain point of view they belonged to the same “caste”, as they all pursued the 
‘luxurious activity’ of writing.32 I still believe that regarding also the intended audience, we 
have rather different registers displayed in these texts. The case of the monks’ letters might be 
especially instructive – representing the spoken language, a less pretentious style. 
 
Patterns after verbs of exhorting: Why is class of exhortation verbs noteworthy? Because 
these verbs raise several fundamental questions, and because the valency of Greek verbs in 
Coptic is a partly unsolved ‘mystery’ so far in the scholarly discourse. Now, the verbs 
meaning “order, command, entreat, force” and so on, act in a certain way in classical Greek, 
and also in Egyptian, up to Coptic. In classical Greek the regular construction after verbs of 
exhorting is the infinitive/accusativus cum infinitivo:
33
 
 
Example 1: Ceni/a? tw=? A)rka/di h(/kein paragge/llei ... kaiÜ touÜj fuga/daj e)ke/leuse 
suÜn au)tw=? strateu/esqai.  
 
The infinitive/ accusativus cum infinitivo can also be used as subject with certain impersonal 
verbs or equivalent expressions (’be worthy of, it is necessary, it is appropriate’, and the 
like).
34
  
In the language of the Greek NT, on the other hand, it is immediately conspicuous that 
these verbs and adjectives are frequently followed by a i(/na / o(/pwj–clause, an originally 
adverbial clause used to express purpose and not as object of verbs. The Hellenistic period saw 
an interesting change in the use of i(/na–clauses, specifically, in the frequency of their use and 
in the syntactic positions they could occupy; they began to be used very often at the expense of 
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infinitival constructions and to appear in places atypical in classical Attic
35
 – as object of 
certain verbs, in subject position, etc. This phenomenon is almost unknown in classical Greek, 
but signals a tendency described by Moulton (CITE) as well: ” i(/na instead of almost any 
infinitive [(even subject infinitive e.g. Jn 16,7 sumfe/rei u(mi=n i(/na e)/gw a)pe/lqw and in 1 
Co 9,18)], for epexegetic infinitive, in demands after verbs of willing and the like, and also in 
ecbatic sense, marks the beginning of a process which ended in the disappearance of the 
infinitive and substitution of να with subjunctive in Modern Greek.”.36 It is certainly not my 
aim to investigate the reasons for that process in the Greek language,
37
 It could be the subject 
of a different paper. At the same time, it should be noted that the use of final clause patterns 
after these lexical items is not so surprising, as a desired aim is inherent in these verbs.
38
  
In the pre-Coptic Egyptian language the most frequently used patterns in object 
position were the subjunctive-prospective sdm.f (later confined to the verb dj – in Late 
Egyptian and Demotic) or the infinitive. Reading the Coptic versions of the NT, however, one 
cannot escape the observation that several final clause patterns are used in the texts, which are 
not final clauses at all: 
 
Example 2: 
Mt 10,25 (subject) 
xw epesboui jeefešwpe nce Mpefsax 
 ( a)rketoÜn tw=? maqhth?= i(/na ge/nhtai w(j o( dida/skaloj au)tou= ) 
It is enough for the disciple to become like his teacher… 
 
Mt 8, 8 (complementary) 
N+Mpša an jekas ekeei exoun   
( ou)k ei)miÜ i(kanoÜj i(/na ... ei)se/lqh?j ) 
(Lord,) I am not worthy to have you come under my roof. 
 
Mt 4,3 (object) 
ajis jekas ereneiwneRoeik 
( Ei)peÜ i(/na oi( li/qoi ou(=toi a)/rtoi ge/nwntai ) 
command these stones to become bread 
 
These final clause patterns are exactly in the syntactic places discussed above: objects of verbs 
of exhorting (in other cases, also shown above but not discussed here, subjects, and in 
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complementary and epexegetic positions). They are the translations of the same clause-
patterns applied in the Greek Vorlage. 
Table 4 below shows all occurring patterns after these verbs: the e+ infinitive 
construction which is visibly in overwhelming majority, the four types of final clause pattern, 
the conjunctive, the future conjunctive and the ‘others’, which is either a direct quotation of 
the command, or an asyndetic perfect 1 (eg. “he commanded and I did”). 
The Greek verbs themselves are taken over in some cases, but translated with a Coptic 
or even Greek equivalent in others, as will be seen later.  
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Table 4: Patterns after verbs of exhorting – Greek/Coptic 
 e+(caus) 
inf 
je(kas) - 
fut 3 
xinas 
-fut 3 
xinas 
- conj 
xinas - 
coni fut 
conj conj 
fut 
other 
Aitei Ep 131,10; Ep 
142,2; Ep 166, 
29; Ep 299,5; 
Ep 326,16; BG 
28, 4; NH III 8, 
5; NH II 5, 11; 
NH IV 7, 26; 
BG 28, 14; NH 
III 8, 14; NH II 
5, 20; BG 28, 
21; NH III 8, 
20; NH II 5, 26; 
NH II 5, 32; 
NH IV 8, 21; 
BG 31, 5; NH 
III 10, 9-10; 
NH II 6, 33; 
NH IV 10, 12; 
Hors, Instr 6, 
75, 24-28; 
 
 
 
 
 
          - 
 
 
 
 
 
           - 
 
 
 
 
 
               
- 
  
 
Ep 254,5;  
 
 
 
 
 
            - 
 
 
Ep 84,37 
foll by 
another 
pf1; 
anagkaze Ep 59, 35; Ep 
277,8; Mt 
14,22 (S, M); 
Sp 15, 30; 
Young 5, 34b, 
52-55; Monast 
disc 144, 4; 
Theod 44, 7; 
Theod 46, 15; 
VA 82,9; 
 
 
         - 
 
 
          - 
 
 
             - 
  
 
            - 
 
 
          - 
 
Ep 145,6 
foll by 
direct 
speech 
je; VA 
66,7 foll 
by another 
pf1;  
a3iou VA 8,4; VA 
11,1; VA 16,1; 
VA 48,2; VA 
49,6; VA 50,5; 
VA 51,1; VA 
57,1; VA 58,2; 
VA 58,4; VA 
60,5; VA 60,7; 
VA 61,1; VA 
62,2; VA 63,1; 
VA 67,3; VA 
70,3; VA 81,6; 
VA 82,5; VA 
84,3; VA 85,1;   
 
VA 54,1; VA 
90,3;  
      
epitasse Mt 8,18 (M);         -          -             -  Ep 406,6;  Mt 
14,28 
(M2; 1st 
sing foll 
imp) 
               - 
epitima Monast disc 
119, 7; 
Mt 12,16 (S); 
Mt 20,31 (S);  
Mt 12,16 
(M); 
           
            - 
     
           - 
 
          - 
 
               - 
Clibe Monast disc 
144, 7; 
        -          -             -             -           -                - 
keleue Ep 133,5; NH 
III 17, 17; Mt 
14,9 (M); Mt 
14,19 (M); Mt 
18,25 (M); Mt 
27,58 (M); VA 
64,4; VA 46,3;  
 
 
         - 
 
 
         - 
 
 
             - 
  
 
           - 
Mt 
14,28 
(M; 1st 
sing foll 
imp) 
Mt 27,64 
(M) 
optative; 
Mt 19,7 
(M2) foll 
by opt in 
direct 
quot; 
paraggeile Mt 15,35 (S); 
Ad phil 61, 12; 
VA 68,2; VA 
91,7; 
        -          -              -            -              
- 
                 
- 
parakalei Rm 12,1; Rm 
16,17; Exc 
29b, 29-29,a16; 
Theod 48, 7-8; 
Theod 56, 6; 
Ep 172,6 
(fut2); Ep 
173,5 (fut2); 
Ep,200,3 
(fut2); Ep 
   Ep 163, 4; 
Ep 165,1-
2; Ep 
165,6; Ep 
165,13; Ep 
Ep 
337,4;  
Ep 401,5 
foll by 
imp; Ep 
404,v.9 
foll by 
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TT65 
99/I.D/25, 2-3; 
TT65 02/I.D/6, 
r. 2; Ep 106,4; 
Ep 277,5; Ep 
199,5-7; Ep 
271,9; Ep 
307,3; Ep 
277,16; Ep 
348,20; Ep 
359,7; VA 
13,4;  
217,5 (fut2); 
Ep 266,5 
(fut2); Ep 
282,6 (fut2); 
Ep 328,5 
(fut2); Ep 
376,4 (fut3); 
Ep 436,5 
(fut2);  
165,15; Ep 
172,11; Ep 
174,3;Ep 
255,6; Ep 
257,4; Ep 
340,4; Ep 
386,5; Ep 
458,10; 
imp;  
Peice Ep 141,19; Mt 
27,20(M2); 
Monast disc 
149, 26; Theod 
59, 1-2; 
Mt 27,20 (S); Mt 27,20 
(M); 
 
              - 
  
  
            - 
 
 
              
- 
 
                 
- 
protrepe Young 6-7, 
38b, 39-40; 
       
sumane Hors, Instr 5, 
73, 21-22 
       
         
         
Kwwbe  Mt 27,32 (S, 
M); 
     Mt 27,32 
(M2) foll 
by another 
pf1; 
sopS Rm 1,10; 
Theod 47, 34; 
Theod 50, 33; 
Hors, Instr 7, 
79, 1-2; Hors, 
Reg, 86, 4-5; 
Mt 9,38 (S); 
Jn 17,15 (S, 
L); Jn 19,31 
(S,L); Jn 
19,38 (S,L); 
Ad phil 59, 2  
   Ep 199,8; 
Ep 351,14;  
Ep 
199,14 
after 
imp; 
 
Sopsp Jn 4,40 (S,L); 
Monast disc 
139, 14; 
Mt 8,34 (S); 
Mt 14,36 (S); 
Jn 4,47 (S,L); 
   TT65 
02/I.D/6, v. 
1-2; 
  
twbX Hors, Reg, 97, 
17-19; 
Mt 9,38 (M); 
Mt 8,34 (M);  
 Mt 14,36 
(M); 
  Mt 9,38 
(M2) 
after 
imp; 
 
ouexsaxne BG 41, 12-13; 
Mt 8,18 (S); Mt 
14,9 (S); Mt 
14,19 (S); Mt 
14,28 (S); Mt 
18,25 (S); Mt 
27,58 (S); Mt 
27,64 (S); 
Theod 53, 11; 
       
¥ine Mt 16,1 (M)        
¥lhl Young 28, 169, 
37-38; Young 
5, 34a, 27; 
Young 21, 130, 
19-21; Ad phil 
45, 20; Theod 
53, 21; Hors,  
L, 65, 21; Ep 
200,2;  
       
xioue   Mt 20,31 (M);       
Xwn Mt 15,35 (M); 
Mt 19,7 (S,M); 
Ep 297,3; Sp 2, 
27; Sp 8, 28; Sp 
22, 8; VA 8,2; 
VA 86,3; 
Mt 16,20 
(S,M); Jn 
15,17 (S); Sp 
18, 14-1539; 
     Ep 431,4 
foll by 
direct 
speech 
je; 
Jnou Mt 16,1 (S);        
Jw  Mt 4,3 (S,M); 
Mt 20,21 (S); 
 Mt 20,21 
(M); 
Mt 20,21 
(M2); 
   
 
                                                 
39
 Questionable: maybe final? 
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I. The final clause patterns 
Among the final clause patterns the following can be found in the texts: jekas / je+fut3 or 
2; xinas+ fut 3; xinas + conj; and once the xinas + fut conj. Starting with the latter three: 
I.1. The xinas–group: That conjunction naturally originates from the Greek final conjunction 
i(/na and was probably mixed together with Coptic jekas, hence the final -s, and is called 
therefore by Professor Nagel ‘Kunstwort’.40 Now, this Kunstwort is only applied in the M 
dialect (both Scheide and Schoyen), and is followed twice by future 3, twice by the 
conjunctive, and once in the Schoyen Codex (Mt 20,21) by the future conjunctive: 
Ex 3: 
Mt 20,21 
Codex Schoyen-version: +oue¥trekjas xinas tarhpa¥hrh B xmas 
Codex Scheide-version: ajis xinas ntepa¥hre sneu xmas 
Ei)peÜ i(/na kaqi/swsin ou(=toi oi( du/o ui(oi/ mou 
Permit these two sons of mine to sit, (one at your right hand and one at your left, in your 
kingdom.) 
The pattern with the Third Future follows the Greek verbs epitima and peice: 
Ex 4: 
Mt 12,16 
M: xafepitima neu xinas nneuouanxf ebal 
Greek: kaiÜ e)peti/mhsen au)toi=j i(/na mhÜ faneroÜn au)toÜn poih/swsin 
But he sternly warned them not to make him known. 
Mt 27,20 
M: narjiereus de mn nepresbuteros xaupice mpmh¥e xinas eoueaiti nbarabbas 
Greek: e)/peisan touÜj o/)xlouj i(/na ai)th/swntai toÜn Barabba=n 
But the chief priests and the elders persuaded the crowds to ask for Barabbas 
 
The pattern with the conjunctive follows the Coptic verbs twbX and jw: 
Ex 5: 
Mt 14,36 
M: nautobx mmaf pe xinas nsejex mmete eplau mpefxaite 
Greek: pareka/loun au)toÜn i(/na mo/non a(/ywntai tou= kraspe/dou tou= i(mati/ou 
au)tou= 
They begged him if they could only touch the edge of his cloak 
Mt 20,21 
M: ajis xinas ntepa¥hre sneu xmas 
                                                 
40
 Personal communication 2001, Bonn. 
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Greek: ei)peÜ i(/na kaqi/swsin ou(=toi oi( du/o ui(oi/ mou 
Permit these two sons of mine to sit, (one at your right hand and one at your left, in your 
kingdom.) 
The only difference between them is that the Third Future pattern follows a Greek verb in 
both cases, whereas, the Conjunctive pattern follows a Coptic verb – can it be a determining 
factor? 
It is interesting to note that in pure final clauses only the xinas + future 3 pattern occurs in M, 
the xinas + Conjunctive pattern is confined to object and complementary/epexegetic 
positions (the latter not presented here). 
 
I.2.The jekas /je + fut3 or 2 pattern:  
It can be seen in Table 4 that basically the same syntactic patterns follow the Greek and the 
Coptic verbs. The jekas/je –pattern is also applied after both Greek loans and Coptic verbs, 
but it occurs most frequently in the NT translations, and after the Coptic translations of Greek 
verbs of exhorting: 
Ex 6: 
Mt 16,20 
To/te diestei/lato toi=j maqhtai=j i(/na mhdeniÜ ei)/pwsin 
S: tote afxwn etootou Nmmachths jekas Nneujoos elaau 
M: tote IS xafxon etatou nnefmachths je nneujas xaxtn xi 
Then he instructed his disciples not to tell anyone 
The pattern occurs naturally also after the Greek loan-verb when the original has a clause 
pattern, but interestingly enough, the Greek verbs taken over in the Coptic translations tend to 
stand in the Greek version with the infinitive construction and this is followed in the 
translations. The verbs peice and epitima are the ones taken over rather than translated and 
followed by the clause pattern: 
Ex 7: 
Mt 27, 20 
S: naryiereus de mN nepresbuteros aupeice Mpmhh¥e jekas eueaitei Nbarabbas 
Greek: oi( deÜ a)rxierei=j kaiÜ oi( presbu/teroi e)/peisan touÜj o/)xlouj i(/na 
ai)th/swntai toÜn Barabba=n  
But the chief priests and the elders persuaded the crowds to ask for Barabbas 
This loan-verb is used in the original texts as well, and there it is always followed by the 
infinitive construction: 
Ex 8: 
Theodore, Instruction 
59, 1-2 
eafpeice Mmof Nqipswthr etrefmesteNouw¥ throu Mpiaiwn 
the Saviour persuaded him to scorn all this age’s desires 
Shenoute, Monast disc 149, 26 
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nemene¥peice Mmooupe etreusaxwou ebol Nxwb nim ecoou 
… was able to persuade them to remove themselves from all bad things… 
P.Mon.Ep 141,19 
MPFpice etref¥ep+rhnh naf 
he was not to be persuaded to accept peace 
 
The case is the same with epitima: 
Ex 9: 
Mt 12,16 
afepitima nau jekas NneuouonxF ebol 
kaiÜ e)peti/mhsen au)toi=j i(/na mhÜ faneroÜn au)toÜn poih/swsin 
But he sternly warned them not to make him known. 
Mt 20,31 
pmhh¥e de auepitima nau jekas euekarwou 
O( deÜ o)/xloj e)peti/mhsen au)toi=j i(/na siwph/swsin 
The crowd scolded them to get them to be quiet. 
Shenoute, Monast disc 119,7 
seepitima nan etMkatalalei 
they warn us not to slander 
In the translations, following the Greek Vorlage, the final clause pattern is applied, whereas in 
the original writing, be it literary or non-literary, the infinitive construction is used. It is also 
noteworthy, although this topic will not be discussed here, that the valency of the Greek verb, 
originally the dative case, is preserved in Coptic when the loan-verb epitima is integrated 
into a sentence, in the original writing as well. 
Now, the Coptic verb sopsp (in M tobx) is used in translated (for parakale/w or 
de//omai) and original writing as well, but with different patterns: in the Coptic (S; M= tobx) 
NT it occurs with the final clause pattern (Mt 8, 34 and 14, 36: following Greek paraka/lw 
plus final clause; in Mt 9, 38 following deh/qhte plus final clause) and also with the infinitive 
construction (in Rm 12, 1 and 16, 17 parakale/w/parakalei in Greek and Coptic), always 
copying the Greek pattern!  
In the original literary texts, on the other hand, the verbs sopsp /sopS and twbx only occur 
with the infinitive construction;
41
 in original non-literary followed by the conjunctive and the 
future conjunctive, see later.  
In Shenoute it is especially nice to see this verb and all the others with related meaning always 
used with the infinitive construction, for example: 
Ex 10: 
Monast disc 139, 14 
auw +nasepswpou etreukw nai ebol 
                                                 
41
 With the one exception described earlier, where Shenoute quotes Mt 9, 38. 
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and I will ask them to forgive me 
and once, unexpectedly, the jekas clause appears in this environment because the author 
quotes from a translated text, the Gospel of Matthew: 
Ad phil 59, 2 (quotation from Mt 9, 38):  
spSpjoies Mpwxs jekas efenejergaths ebol epefwxs 
quoting: spSpjoeis qe MpwxS jekas efenejergaths ebol epefwxS 
the original Greek of which is: deh/qhte ou)=n tou= kuri/ou tou= qerismou= o(/pwj e)kba/lh? 
e)rga/taj ei)j toÜn qerismoÜn au)tou= 
Therefore ask the Lord of the harvest to send out workers into his harvest. 
So evidently, in the Coptic translations, the Greek verb might or might not be taken over, but 
independently of that, the syntactic pattern following the verb of exhorting is determined by 
the Greek Vorlage: if there is a final clause pattern, the Coptic translator will copy that, if an 
infinitive is used, the Coptic has e+ infinitive. In the S version of Matthew, John and Romans, 
there is no deviation from the given Greek pattern; M differs twice and L once from the Greek 
Vorlage.  In the Vita Antonii the verb a)cio/w is by far the most frequent verb of exhorting (26 
occurrences as opposed to 10 from all others), and except for one case (where the verb ”ask” is 
left out 70,2) it is taken over by the Coptic translator, and that is the case with other Greek 
verbs of exhorting in that text. As to patterns, there is only one occurrence in the Greek text of 
the i(/na+subj final clause pattern and that is after a)cio/w (84,4), but this sentence is 
unfortunately missing from the Coptic version (maybe used a slightly different original?); 
otherwise basically the infinitive (or acc cum inf) is applied, which is followed quite 
consistently by the translator. On 6 occasions of the 36, the Coptic pattern deviates from the 
Greek original; in two cases (54,1; 90,3) the pattern after a)cio/w in the Coptic version is the 
final clause pattern jekas+fut3, although the Greek has the infinitive. So the VA is different 
from the examined NT books in several respects: the Greek text itself does not favour the final 
clause pattern after the verbs of exhorting, and the Coptic text translates the infinitive with the 
final clause pattern twice, which does not happen in the NT books, and on 4 other occasions it 
deviates from the Greek, which is noteworthy given the pattern adherence of the Sahidic NT 
(the Vita is of course also Sahidic) where out of 31 occurrences no deviation is found. This 
difference in the adherence to the source text can be explained with the type of text: one being 
Biblical, the other a Vita. It is very important to bear in mind with the Coptic NT translations 
that the Greek ”text is an authoritative source, given, ever-present, decoded (but also 
interpreted and often imitated) by the author of the target text; the other text is created on the 
basis of the source text”.42 Peter Nagel points out that as opposed to the NT translations: ”Die 
koptischen Übersetzer gingen zuweilen recht frei mit ihrer Vorlage um, wenn es kein 
kanonischer Text war.”43 So the endeavour of the Coptic NT translators is to create a precise 
translation, following the original as closely as possible, giving the target text some uniformity 
and creating translational norms (Grossman, mentioned earlier). This ’precision and 
uniformity’ is best shown in the present material in the S texts, which are the most pattern-
strict and consistent. It is most likely undesirable to have a large number of translation 
varieties for the NT books, with each translator having his own personal favourite patterns for 
the final clauses, clauses of result, etc. Examining (in my PhD dissertation) the final clauses, 
object and subject clauses, complementary clauses, and clauses of result in these NT books, 
dialect M showed most variety in its choice of patterns and most deviations from the Greek 
                                                 
42
 SHISHA-HALEVY, 1990: 100/fn.4. 
43
 NAGEL, 1998: 41. 
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original, thus proving to be the most independent translation. After the verbs of exhorting, to a 
certain Greek pattern it has more than one solution, for example a i(/na–clause, while also a 
clause in M, can be je future 3, jekes future 3, xinas future 3, or xinas conjunctive/fut 
conj. 
In the mentioned clause types: 
S deviates in 3.33% of the cases (12 times out of 360) 
L deviates in 8.51% of the cases (12 times out of 141) 
M deviates in 14.29% of the cases (21 times out of 147).  
The motivation for a very literal, in our case let us call it pattern-to-pattern, translation of the 
NT books is the sacred nature of the source text whose language is considered inspired and 
sacred (cf. Jerome: ’where even word order is a mystery’44), thus has to be put into any other 
language very precisely,
45
 ”to bring the reader to the original” and not ”the original to the 
reader”.46 Just as in the case of the Hebrew Old Testament, whose Greek translation was also 
”accepted as inspired”47 and was not to be altered:48 as the Aristeas Epistle puts it:  )EpeiÜ 
kalw=j kaiÜ o(si/wj dihrnh/neutai kaiÜ kataÜ pa=n h)kribwme/noj, kalw=j e)/xon e)stiÜn 
i(/na diamei/nh? tau=q§ ou(/twj e)/xonta, kaiÜ mhÜ ge/nhtai mhdemi/a diaskeuh/49 …since 
so excellent and sacred and accurate a translation had been made, it was only right that it 
should remain as it was and no alteration should be made in it.
50
  
It is thus a chosen technique, not some kind of incompetence in Coptic stylistics and 
syntax, to copy the given Greek patterns; the translators knowingly create in many cases non-
Coptic-like but necessarily very Greek-like patterns, and thus sentences, in their texts. As 
Sebastian Brock points out, the translator has to make a decision at the beginning of his work 
about what technique he will follow, sensus de sensu or verbum e verbo; the criteria for his 
choice are 1. the nature of the text he is translating, 2. the relative prestige of the two 
languages concerned and 3. the extent to which the source language is still widely known.
51
 In 
the bilingual land of Egypt, Greek was naturally known by everyone, though evidently not 
spoken by all the population and not on the same level. The prestige of Greek was quite 
understandably high, the fact that it is the language of the Gospels obviously added to that in 
the eyes of the Christians. The nature of the text in this case needs no further comment – from 
all these it inevitably follows that very literal, or better, pattern-to-pattern translations are 
made. With this very close translation of the sacred text of the New Testament, with all its 
syntactic grecisms then, the Coptic text becomes marked and another sacred text with its 
sacred language is born.
52
  
The point I would like to make is that clearly, the final clause pattern in object position 
after verbs of exhorting came to be used in the course of translating the Greek texts of – 
among others – the NT. As discussed earlier, the final clause pattern taking the place of the 
infinitive constructions and becoming widespread in object position (among others) is a 
                                                 
44
 In his Letter to Pammachius, cited from BROCK, 1979: 69-70. 
45
 ”This is a situation of ”texts in contact” (…) as well as ”languages in contact”.” SHISHA-HALEVY, 1990: 
100/fn.4. 
46
 BROCK, 1979: 73. 
47
 BROCK, 1979: 72. 
48
 Just as the original Scriptures are not to be altered, cf. Deut 4, 2. 
49
 AristEpist 310, 3-6. 
50
 English translation from CHARLES, 1913. 
51
 BROCK, 1979: 70-74. 
52
 cf. FÖLDVÁRY, 2008, writing about the translations of the Old Testament and the hebraisms therein, which are 
thus marked and build up a sacred language. 
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phenomenon seen in the Greek language development and well attested in the NT. It is, 
naturally, not used to the same extent in different Greek texts: Mt uses the infinitive 
constructions and final clause patterns in a more balanced way, whereas in Jn the final clause 
pattern is clearly dominant, in the Vita Antonii on the other hand, the final clause pattern in the 
Greek version appears but once; and unfortunately we do not have the original Greek of the 
Apocryphon of John where only the infinitive construction appears, the reason for that is thus 
unclear: did the Greek original have only infinitives in this position or are the translations 
responsible for that?  
The appearance of the final clause pattern in object position is rather un-Egyptian, with 
no roots detectable in pre-Coptic, and suspiciously overwhelming and typical in translated 
Coptic, and mostly in the strongly ’Vorlage-dependent’ NT translations. The Coptic authors 
visibly prefer to use the infinitive construction, and there is one sole questionable occurrence 
in Pachom. So in the use of the verbs of exhorting there is syntactical difference between 
translated and original texts, and the latter seem to display a more ”rein ägyptischer Satzbau” 
to refer again back to Georg Steindorff’s opinion. If we follow Georg Steindorff’s vein of 
thinking and our own instinct, we would expect the monks’ letters (being non-literary, non-
translation) to be even purer Egyptian, however, we will partly be disappointed. Their patterns 
are partly ’purer’ but partly closer to the translated texts: 
The loan-verb parakalei occurs only twice in Rm, otherwise translated in the examined NT 
books, however, it is applied in original writings very frequently, in literary texts to a lesser 
degree, but rather extensively in the non-literary texts. In Coptic authors the verb is followed 
by the infinitive construction as expected and presented earlier, however, in our monks’ 
writings this loan-verb (and only this) is followed by the final clause pattern jekas+fut 2 
(once fut 3) on 9 occasions out of the 34 occurrences of this verb. The final clause pattern only 
occurs in the texts of the Epiphanius monastery from the examined texts. Table 5 shows all the 
different text types and their rates of the various patterns: 
Table 5: the rates of the various patterns after verbs of exhorting 
 Greek Translated 
Coptic 
Original 
literary 
Orig. non-
lit. 
Total 
Coptic 
Final clause pat. 27.42% 28.57%   4.88% 16.67% 21.5% 
Inf. constr. 70.97% 65.18% 95.12% 38.89% 63% 
Conjunctive   ……..    -    - 31.48%   8.5% 
Future conj   ……..   2.68%    -   3.70%   2.5% 
Other    1.61%   3.57%    -   9.26%   4.5% 
 
Considering firstly only the final clause patterns vs. infinitive patterns: one has to remember 
that the 4.88% in original literary texts comes from NT quotations and one questionable place; 
in non-literary the final clause pattern occurs solely after the Greek loan parakalei, whereas 
in the translation of the NT it comes after several Greek and Coptic verbs of exhorting; and, in 
line with what has been said about the translation technique and the Coptic translations of the 
NT, a striking similarity can be observed between the percentages of final clause patterns and 
infinitive constructions in Greek texts and translated Coptic; the rate of final clauses in the 
monks’ writings is much lower than that.  
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Looking at the other patterns: the future conjunctive and the “other” in translated texts 
comes exclusively from the M versions of Matthew. In the monks’ letters, another very 
frequent pattern after these verbs is the conjunctive, used exclusively in that text group in the 
examined texts, although once in M Matthew the first person singular conjunctive is used, 
following an imperative of a verb of exhorting, so it can be both conjunctive and future 
conjunctive:  
Ex 11: 
Mt 14,28 
M: keleue nei ntaei eretk xijn mmau 
Greek: ke/leuso/n me e)lqei=n pro/j se e)piÜ taÜ u(/data 
order me to come to you on the water 
P.Mon.Ep. 165,1-3 
parakalei Mpajoeis Neiwt nFsxai ouepistolh 
order my fatherly lord to write a letter 
P.Mon.Ep. 199,8 
etrekseps pnoute xaroi nFRpefna nMmai 
that you ask God for me to mercy me 
It is interesting that in S, only in the monks’ writings was the conjunctive found in this 
position – Stern already remarks53 about the conjunctive as object that in this position S 
prefers the e+infinitive construction, while in B the conjunctive is ”zwar das gewöhnliche”.54 
The difference between literary S on the one hand and non-literary S, and dialect M on the 
other in the use of the conjunctive is again interesting.
55
  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. Examining the verbs of exhorting in a variety of Coptic texts, it has been found that Greek 
and Coptic verbs are both used in all text types, they occur basically side by side. In all of 
them the frequency of Greek verbs is larger than that of the Coptic versions, except in Coptic 
authors who apply the Greek and Coptic verbs in a very balanced manner. Especially 
intersting is the examined corpus of monks’ writings from Western Thebes, where the Greek 
loan-verbs are in an overwhelming majority, and their difference from Coptic authors.  
2. The most frequent pattern used after the verbs of exhorting, whether Greek loan or Coptic 
original, is the e+ infinitive construction, however, another widely applied pattern is the final 
clause pattern. This is applied most frequently in the NT translations among the examined 
texts and due to the translation technique occurs almost in the same percentage as in the 
Greek original. This is a deeper influence than mere translation technique, as the final clause 
pattern in such object position has no predecessor in the Egyptian language, and probably 
came to be used there in the course of the translations.  
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 STERN, 1880: §§440, 443; §445 
54
 §445 
55
 The conjunctive occurs in real object position after certain verbs (the exhorting and/or final Anklang is a 
prerequisite): Already in Late Egyptian it is attested after Hn, tbH, see VOLTEN, 1964: 64-65; and it is 
introduced as the ”sequelling prospective „that”-form” role of the conjunctive by SHISHA-HALEVY as ”content 
object to a special inventory of verbs (parakalei ouw¥ etc.)”, SHISHA-HALEVY, 1995: 313; the conjunctive 
occurs in complementary postition in Pachom and in the L NT translations not very frequently; the conjunctive 
occurs in subject position several times in the M dialect. 
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3. Besides the Coptic translations, the non-literary texts from Western Thebes also apply the 
final clause pattern in object position but only after one Greek loan-verb parakalei. What 
can be the explanation for that? Since here we cannot argue with the Greek Vorlage that the 
writer had to follow. 
4. The Coptic authors use the Greek and Coptic verbs of exhorting in the most balanced way, 
and do not apply the final clause pattern after them. Thus, their language seems to be the most 
conservative and Greek-independent. Noteworthy is the difference between the two original 
text types in both chosen vocabulary and pattern – is it due to the time difference between 
them, or to the stylistic differences between literary Coptic and colloquial? The language of 
the monks’ writings is beyond doubt much less eloquent or elaborate than that of the authors, 
the content is of course also much simpler – it can be observed in the choice of words, their 
variety is smaller. One might assume that the language of the main reading of the monks, the 
NT, had such influence on their style, but why not on the authors’ style then? 
5. As to verb borrowing and linguistic borrowing as such: whereas I think that most of the 
verbs found in the texts were used and/or known by most of the Coptic speakers and are the 
result of the bilingual situation and only secondarily of the translations, in the case of some 
syntactic patterns, I tend to think that the translation activity, and the chosen/obligatory 
translation technique played the main role in their appearance in the Coptic sentence. 
6. The neutral character of dialect S is further proven here by its attitude towards translating 
the patterns after verbs of exhorting: it is the most pattern-strict, consistent in its choice of 
pattern, and most standardizing, with least variety – as opposed to M. 
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Abbreviation of Texts: 
Mt=Gospel of Matthew (S:Sahidic; M: Mesokemic, Codex Scheide; M2: Mesokemic,Codex 
Schoyen)  
Jn=Gospel of John 
Rm=Epistle to the Romans 
The four text-versions of The Apocryphon of John: NH II= Nag Hammadi Codex II; NH 
III=Nag Hammadi Codex III; NH IV= Nag Hammadi Codex IV; BG= Berlin Codex 
VA=Vita Antonii 
Ep (in the table) / P.Mon.Ep. (in the text) =Letters from the Epiphanius Monastery 
TT65= Letters from Theban Tomb 65 (Cyriacus Monastery) 
Sp= Pachom, Instruction Concerning a Spiteful Monk 
Exc= Pachom, Excerpta 
Hors, Inst= Horsiese, Instructions 
Hors, Reg= Horsiese, Regulations 
Hors, L= Horsiese, Letters 
Young 5; 6-7; 21; 28= selected texts from Shenoute in Young’s publication (1993) 
Monast disc= Shenoute, De eis qui e monasterio discesserunt 
Ad phil= Shenoute, Ad philosophum gentilem 
Theod= Theodore, Instruction 3 
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